Abstract-In this letter, we propose a fractional movement-based location update scheme for Personal Communication Service networks. Similar to the well-known fractional guard channel scheme for channel assignments, in our proposed scheme, the movement threshold is a real number with a fraction instead of an integer. We prove analytically that there is a unique optimal fractional movement threshold that minimizes the total cost of location updates and paging per call arrival.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE ANSI-41 [1] and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) mobile application part (MAP) [2] have been standardized to support mobility management in 2G wireless cellular networks. Both ANSI-41 and MAP use a two-tier system of home and visited location databases. The home location register (HLR) database is used to record mobile users' information, whereas the visitor location register (VLR) database is used to record mobile users' temporary location information. The service area is partitioned into several location areas (LAs). Each LA is associated with a VLR. Location update and Paging are two kinds of operations in location management. Basically, there are three kinds of dynamic location update schemes [7] : movement-based location update, distance-based location update, and time-based location update, whereas the movementbased location update scheme is the most practical dynamic approach [4] . In a movement-based scheme, a VLR location update is performed either when a mobile terminal (MT) crosses a LA boundary or when the MT completes movements between cells, where is the movement threshold. It is reasonable that a VLR location update occurs when the MT crosses a LA boundary since at this moment, a HLR location update occurs anyway. Therefore, both HLR and VLR location updates should occur. The paging area (PA) is a subset of a LA consisting of a number of cells. Particularly, a PA is the area within both the LA, where the last VLR location update is performed, and a circular area with the diameter and with the center where the last VLR location update is performed. Therefore, a PA size is a variable.
Many performance studies had been proposed for movement-based schemes [3] - [7] . However, their schemes [3] - [7] Manuscript received August 23, 2002. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. C. Douligeris.
The only consider that a VLR location update occurs when the MT completes movements between cells, and failed to consider the case that a VLR location update also occurs when the MT crosses a LA boundary. The problem becomes much more complex when both above cases are considered. The difficulty exists since it is very difficulty, if not impossible, to derive the number of cell boundary crossings between two LA boundary crossings when the residence time in a LA follows a general distribution. To overcome this difficulty, a recent paper [10] proposed a complex analysis with an assumption that the residence time in a LA follows an exponential distribution.
In this paper, we will also consider both above cases with a much easier analysis than [10] . Furthermore, we will provide a movement threshold optimality analysis analytically. The most important contribution of this letter is to introduce a fractional threshold concept. The fractional threshold concept is not a new concept in wireless/mobile networks. Many schemes had been studied for different problems. For example, the well-known Fractional Guard Channel scheme is the optimal approach for channel assignments, and it outperforms the Guard Channel approach [8] , [9] . In this paper, we propose a fractional movement threshold scheme in which the movement threshold will be a real number instead of an integer. Similar to the Fractional Guard Channel scheme, our fractional movement threshold scheme for dynamic location management is the optimal approach. The relationship between our fractional movement threshold and the normal movement threshold is very similar to the relationship between the Fractional Guard Channel and the Guard Channel.
II. FRACTIONAL MOVEMENT THRESHOLD SCHEME Similar to the Fractional Guard Channel scheme, our fractional scheme is implemented in a similar way as follows. Let a real number movement threshold , where is the whole number and is the factional part. When a MT completes movements between cells, the VLR location update is performed with the probability (it can be easily implemented: a random number between 0 and 1 is generated; if , the location update is performed). Otherwise, the VLR location update is performed when the MT completes movements between cells. When a call arrives, cells in the PA are paged, where the PA size is a variable. The PA is an intersection area of a circular area with the diameter and the LA area. Note that is a real number. Therefore, the mean number of movements to perform a VLR location update is (1) , where . Note that the size of a PA is changed according to the threshold , whereas the size of a LA is fixed. From [3] , the probability that there are cell boundary crossings within , and the MT is still in when the next call arrives, is . Similarly, it is easy to prove that the probability that there are cell boundary crossings within when the MT enters is , and the probability that there are cell boundary crossings within during the time period within is . The probability that there are cell boundary crossings after entering the last until the next phone call arrival is . Therefore
After some algebra operations, the location update cost per call arrival is . The total cost per call arrival, and its first and second derivatives are (3) (4) (5) From (5), we know that is a convex function. Therefore, we can easily prove the following theorem. (detail proof is omitted due to limited space).
Optimality Theorem: The minimum can be achieved at a unique movement threshold where satisfies following equations:
Since (6) is difficult to solve analytically, we propose following searching algorithm based on the fact that the first derivative at the left endpoint has a different sign from the first derivative at the right endpoint . is the precision.
Searching Algorithm
Step 1: Initially, let and , and they stand for the left endpoint and right endpoint of the search interval . is the maximum number of rings in a LA. If , will be either or . Then, if otherwise, and stop.
Otherwise, let and go to step 2.
Step 2: If , let , and stop. Otherwise, go to step 3.
Step 3: Let . If , let , and stop. Otherwise, if we have , let and go to step 2. Otherwise let , and go to step 2.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the purpose of demonstration, we adopt some parameters as follows:
s, s, , ,
, and . Fig . 1 shows the optimal fractional threshold values, obtained by our binary searching algorithm, over , the mean of call interarrival times. As illustrated, the optimal threshold values are all real numbers with fractions instead of integer values. Therefore, our fractional movement threshold approach is perfect to use. As illustrated in the figure, the optimal fractional threshold increases as the call interarrival time increases. The figure also indicates that the proposed algorithm can effectively find the optimal fractional threshold. Fig. 2 shows that the total cost over the call interarrival time for different thresholds. As illustrated, our proposed scheme has the lowest cost. The figure also shows that as the call interarrival time increases, the total cost of location update and paging also increases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a fractional movement-based dynamic location update scheme was proposed for PCS networks to provide a finer grained threshold values. In the proposed scheme, the movement threshold is a real number instead of an integer. Assume that a real number movement threshold is , where is the whole number and is the factional part. When a MT completes movements between cells, the VLR location update is performed with the probability . Otherwise, the VLR location update is performed when the MT completes movements between cells.
We prove analytically that there is a unique optimal fractional movement threshold that minimizes the total cost of location update and paging, per call arrival. A binary search algorithm is proposed to find the optimal fractional movement threshold. Our study shows that the proposed algorithm can effectively find the optimal fractional threshold.
